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A SYSTEM OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS MODELING THE Gi PHASE OF THE CELL CYCLE M. KIMM~L Investigative CytologyLaboratory, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, 1275York Avenue, New York, NY 10021, U.S.A. O. ARr~O D~partement de Math6matiques, Universit6 de Pan, Avenue de 1'UniversitY, 64000 Pau, France and Department of Mathematics, University of Mississippi, University, MS 38677, U.S.A. Abstract--The GI phase is the most variable part of the cell cycle. Transit through Gs is regulated by a chain of synthe~-s of specific substances (probably proteins), promoted by extra~llular "growth factors". When the last substance of the chain reaches the threshold concentration, DNA synthesiscan be initiated. We propose a model in the form of a chain of nonlinear ordinary differential equations. When all the constants representing extracellular growth factors are nonzero, the system proceeds towards a unique equilibrium. Moreover, in a special case it is demonstrated that the concentration of the last element of the chain is an increasing time function. When one or more of the "growth factor" constants are set equal to zero, part of the systembecomesextinct while the remaining subsystemdoes not possess an equilibrium. Biological relevance of this model is discussed.



INTRODUCTION Proliferation of living cells requires a series of metabolic transitions between two successive cell divisions. The genetic material coded in the cell DNA, must be duplicated to be divided among the two daughter cells and the cell mass must approximately double. The interdivision period can be divided into three disjoint subintervals, the Gm, S and G2Mphase [1]. In the central part of the cycle, the S phase, a replica of the genome is produced. Then, during the G2Mphase, the separation of the two copies of the genetic information and cell division do occur. Since the S and G2M are devoted to well-defined tasks, their duration is precisely determined. The duration of the initial period of the cell life called the G~ phase which precedes the S phase, is frequently the most variable and strongly depends on environmental conditions. The commonly accepted cell cycle models, e.g. Mitchison's [2] dependent pathway model and Smith and Martin's [3] A to B transition model, describe G~ as the critical phase in which decisions occur as to whether (and when) a cell will synthesize DNA or enter a quiescent state. One of the recently recognized theories [4] states that there exists a point (or points) in the Gx phase which play important role in the progression through G~. Passing such a "progression" point in Gi is possible in the presence of appropriate growth factors in the extracellular medium. It has been hypothesized (cf. Baserga [5]) that at a given progression point, the synthesis of an important biochemical substance (a species of protein) is initiated, if the growth factor is present. When the first of these proteins is synthesized in sufficient quantity and a second type growth factor is present, then the synthesis of a second protein is initiated, etc. When the concentration of the last in this chain of proteins is high enough, the cell enters the DNA synthesis (S) phase. In this paper, we present an analysis of a mathematical model of the production of successive species of protein during the Gi phase of the cell cycle. The present model, in the form of a chain of nonlinear ordinary differential equations, apart from a purely mathematical interest, reproduces qualitative features of the G~ phase events (discussion). The analysis of model behavior includes stability and attractivity, and also conditions for monotonicity of solutions, important from the biological viewpoint. 907
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Fig. 1. Diagramatic representation of the mathematical model of the Gt phase [equation (3)]. Notation: rl, r2. . . . . r~, concentrations of substances (proteins) sequentially synthesized during Gt. They are functions of time and are the variables of the model. Concentrations c~, c2. . . . . c~, of growth factors, are considered constant in the model. Arrows with the plus or minus signs represented the stimulating and inhibiting causal relationships between model variables and constants. MATHEMATICAL



MODEL



The biochemical events preceding D N A synthesis, proceed at many sites in the cell simultaneously and have stochastic character, since they are initiated by random encounters of the molecules of growth factors and specific receptor molecules on cell surface. Under such hypothesis and more specifically, under the assumption that the process is a time-continuous Markov chain, the mean concentrations o f the proteins considered, are described by a system o f ordinary differential equations. The following assumptions define the mathematical model (Fig. 1). The cell enters the D N A synthesis phase (S) when the concentration (r~¢) of protein N reaches a threshold level. Production of protein N is activated by protein N - 1, that of protein N - 1 is activated by protein N - 2, etc. Production o f proteins depends on the concentration in the environment of stimulants, G, i = 1. . . . . N. It is assumed that the production rate of the protein n is represented by the term cnrn_ ~ for n = 2 . . . . . N, or c~ for n = 1, where rn is the concentration o f protein n. Further, the turnover of protein n is promoted by the increased concentration of the "next" protein ( n + l ) , i.e. the turnover rate of rn is bnr~r~+~, n = l . . . . . N - l , or bN for n = N . These considerations lead to the following system of ordinary differential equations for the concentrations r,, n = 1. . . . . N: :1 =



Cl -



bl r l



r2,



i'n=Cnrn_ 1 - b n r n r n + l ,



n =2 ..... N-



1, (1)



:~¢ = c~¢rN_ j - b~crs,



where b~ and c~, n = 1 , . . . , N are nonnegative constants. We will use the notation x = c o l ( x I . . . . . XN) for column vectors. The initial conditions r(0) are set as nonnegative. By writing the formal variation of constants expression for system (1), it is proved that, if r(0) >t 0, then r(t) t> 0, t i> 0, i.e. the solutions are biologically feasible. In the same way, a stronger property can be demonstrated, which will be useful in the sequel. Lemma



I



If r(0) i> 0 and r(0) # 0, then r(t) > 0, t > 0. Results in the following two sections will be formulated for three variants of the model: Case (a). All the constants bi and c,. positive. Case (b). All the constants bi positive. Constants ct, i = 1. . . . . m - 1, m + 1. . . . . N positive,



while cm equal to zero (1 ~< m ~< N). Case (c). All the constants bi positive. All the constants c~ equal to zero.



EQUILIBRIUM



SOLUTIONS



We consider the existence, uniqueness and properties of the equilibrium point f of system (1), in the nonnegative octant r t> 0.
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Case (a) For the existence and uniqueness, it is enough to prove that there exists a unique solution of the system of linear equations, U] + U2 = Vt,



--u._~+u.+u.+l=v., -



n=2



.....



N-l,



u ~ _ I + UN = V.,



(2)



where v. = l n ( c . / b . ) and u. is equal to ln(V.) if the latter exists. The determinant of the matrix of system (2) is equal to Fu, the Nth term of the Fibonacci sequence: Fo = F j = 1, FM = F u _ t + F N - 2 , N >/2. Therefore, system (2) admits a unique nontrivial solution. Case (b)



System (1) is now a union of two subsystems: fl = Ct -- b l r t r 2 , f.=c.r~_l--b.r.r.+l,



n=2



..... m--1



(1")



and rm = - b.,r.,rm+ l,



n=m+l



f.=c.r._l-b.r.r.+l,



..... N-l, (1"*)



i'N = c ~ r N _ I -- bNrN.



Subsystem (1"*) is self-contained. It has only a trivial equilibrium. System (1"), (1"*) as a whole, lacks an equilibrium.



Case (c) Trivial equilibrium exists. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES



Case (a) We will prove the following result. Proposition



1



The equilibrium F of system (1) is asymptotically stable and attracts all the nonnegative solutions. P r o o f . We change the variables in system (1): x=r-L to obtain, :~t = - a t l x t



- at2x2 - b t X l X 2 ,



~n = c . x n - i - a,,.xn - - an.. + t xn + t -- b n x . x . + l ,



n



=2,...,N-



1 (3)



You = CNXN- t -- b u X u ,



where a.. = b.V. + l, a.~ + t = b.P., n = 1 , . . . , N - 1. Solutions of system (3) remain in the octant: x/> - F and the only equilibrium is trivial. We will consider the Lyapunov function: v(x) = ~1 ~ d . x ~ . ,



d.>0,



n=l,



. . . .



N.



nil



It is enough, by I.~mma 1, to prove that (with appropriate choice of constants 4 ) the derivative of V down the solutions of equations (3), is strictly negative for x > - f, x # 0 and equal to 0 if
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x = 0. Then, the proposition will hold by the properties of Lyapunov functions [6, Lemma 11.1]. We have, N-I



l:'(x) = --dlxl(allxl +a12x2 + b l X l X 2 ) -



Z dnx.(--c~xn_j +a.,x~+a,,~+lx,+l +b~x,x~+l) nffi2



- dNXN(--CNXN_ I + bNXN). Let us note that d V(O)/dt = 0. Suppose now that x ~ 0. Since x > - ~ , we obtain l:(x) < --dlxl[(aH -- bl ~2)xl + a12] N-1



- ~, d~x~(-c~xn_, +(a,,~--bn~+l)x~+a~,~+lX~+l] nffi2



- dNXN(--CNXN-, + bNXN) N-I = -- E XnXn+l(an,n+ldn--Cn+ldn+l)--dNbNX2N nffil and, if we choose the d~ - s such that the mixed terms cancel, this yields dV(x)/dt < 0, x # 0. The proposition is proved.



Case (b) In this case, system (1) does not have an equilibrium. The self-contained subsystem (1"*) has a trivial equilibrium only. Its attractivity, however, is not obvious. Linearized analysis is inconclusive, since it provides one single negative eigenvalue (--bN) and a zero eigenvalue of multiplicity ( N - m). The following results have been obtained.



Proposition 2 Suppose that rm(t) . . . . . rN(t) are the solutions o f system (1"*) starting from nonnegative initial data. Then,



(i) if N >~m + 1, then rm(t)--*O, rm+l(t)-'*O; (ii) if N = m + 2, then r,~(t)~O, rm+l(t)~O and r~+2(t)--*0; (iii) if N = m + 3, then r,(t)--.O, n = m . . . . . m + 3, as t tends to infinity.



Proof. We will first prove part (i) for N ~>m + 2 . Let us note that r,,(t) and r,,+l(t) tend to nonegative limits, as t tends to infinity. Indeed, rm(t ) is nonincreasing and bounded from below. Then, combining equations for fm and fro+l, we obtain: fm+ rm+ l rm+ l bm/Cm+ l = -r2m+ l rm+ 2bmbm+ l/Cm+ l, whence rm + r~ + l bm/(2C,,+,) is nonincreasing, bounded from below. Therefore it converges, as t tends to infinity, and so does r~+l. Since rm and rr,+l tend to limits, then the equation for fm+l implies rmrm+l--~O. To reduce the p r o o f to a contradiction, let us first assume that r~(t)-/*O. We have:



r m ( t ) = e x p { - b m f o ~ , ~ , rm+l(s) ds} '



(~)



whence rm+~ is in L1(R+). Since r,,+ 1 tends to a limit, this limit has to be zero. Furthermore,



rm+ 2 g~,



r 2 E [c/10,



rl*],



>



(13)



(14)



(15)



Conditions (13)-(15) are satisfied if c is large enough. Indeed condition (13) is true if r** >.0, t > 0. DISCUSSION



The system of equations analyzed in this paper models a possible mechanism of production of rN(t)], regulating the transit of a cell through the Gl phase of the cell cycle. At the moment of birth the daughter cell inherits from the mother cell the initial amount of protein 1 [i.e. rl (0) > 0] and, possibly, of the rest of proteins [in that case, r2(0) > 0 . . . . . rN(0) > 0]. The Gt phase is concluded and the D N A synthesis initiated when the concentration of the "last" protein N reaches a critical level. Three biologically meaningful situations are considered, leading to qualitatively different behaviors of the model. a series of proteins [the concentrations of which are denoted by r I (t), r2(t ) . . . . .
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Case (a) Presence of nonzero amount of growth factors for proteins I-N in the extracellular medium (c, > 0, n ffi 1 , . . . , N). This is the normal situation in the exponentially growing cell population. The system tends to a nontrivial equilibrium (Proposition 1). In particular, if rN(0) ffi 0, then it tends towards a nonzero value which may be identified with the presumed threshold. For special cases of the system, with N ffi 2, the growth of rM(t) has been proved to be monotone (Propositions 5 and 6). Case (b) A growth factor missing (or a factor interfering with synthesis present) for one (mth) of the intermediate proteins (cm = 0). This is the modeling equivalent of cell arrest in the course of the G~ phase. Proposition 2 states that the concentrations of proteins m - N tend to zero so that the cell is unable to leave the G~ phase. (Complete result is proved in low-dimensional cases, N = m + 2 and N = m + 3; in general it is only proved that rm and rm+ t tend to zero.) The concentrations of proteins preceding protein m, may behave in various ways, depending on system dimension [cf. examples (4) and (5) and Proposition 3]. Case (c) All growth factors missing (or interfering factors present for proteins l-N), i.e. c, = 0, all n. If r2(0) = 0 . . . . . rN(0) = 0, then r~(t) = r~(0) i.e. the cell is unable to initiate progression through G~. If all r,(0) > 0, then the concentrations of each second dement in the chain of proteins tend to zero (starting from protein N, then N - 2, etc.), while the rest stabilize at values lower than initial conditions. Biologically, this process corresponds to "sliding into quiescence" (into the Go phase) by cells, under unfavorable environmental conditions. The behavior of the model provides a uniform mental framework to connect experimental findings concerning the molecular biological nature of the G~ phase of the cell cycle. The idea of synthesis of a chain of proteins necessary for progression through the G~ phase, has evolved from the concept of restriction point [7], a point in G~ at which a specific agent causes arrest of cells; hypothetically, by interfering with the synthesis of a species of protein. If more than one restriction points exist, they may correspond to sequentially switched syntheses of these proteins (for a similar concept, cf. Baserga [5]). Speculatively, the molecular mechanism of such sequential synthesis would include protein n initiating expression of a gene coding for protein n + 1, etc. provided necessary growth factors are present. Results of Traganos et al. [8] suggest that the arrest of Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) ceils in G~ by cycloheximide is consistent with existence of more than one restriction point. Recently, Thompson et al. [9] have demonstrated a sequential expression of several proto-oncogenes in G~ cells. Our model can be placed in a wider context of cell cycle regulation. Darzynkiewicz et al. [10] demonstrated the unequal division of RNA and proteins between daughters in the CHO cells. Also, the amount of RNA in early Gt cells is correlated with the duration of Gt [11]. These two findings have been employed to devise a model of the CHO cell cycle [12, 13] which attributes the randomness in the cell cycle of mammalian ceils to unequal division. The present model is qualitatively consistent with these concepts. For example, larger r~(0), which in the model represents the amount of protein 1 inherited from the mother cell, implies a faster transit through G1.
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APPENDIX



Proof of Proposition 2, Part (iii) Lemma A.I Let r be a solution of system (1"*). Suppose r is bounded. Then r(t)--,0, as t tends to infnity. Proof. Part (i) of the proposition assures that rm and rm+ ~ tend to zero. Because it is assumed that r is bounded, it can be seen that for each s/> 0, the function r(t + s) is bounded with its derivative on R +. Therefore, the Ascoli-Arzela theorem asserts that the family {r(t + s), t t> 0}s~0 is relatively compact with respect to the compact-open topology on C(R+). So, from each sequence tn--,oo, it is possible to extract a subsequence t~k) such that r(t + t,~k)) converges uniformly on each bounded set of t. Denote by f a limit point of the family; it verifies equation (1"*) on R. Moreover, we have,



IF(t)l.< M, ~,(t) = 0,



~m+,(t) = 0,



(A.I)



rm+ 2 = --3m+ 2rrn+ 2rm+ 3.



(A.2)



for all real t. ?,+2 satisfies the following equation: So, ?,~+2 is nonincreasing on R and, since it is bounded, it also has limits at plus and minus infinity. Therefore it can be expressed as follows:



?r,+2(t)=?,,+2(-oo)exp[-bm+2f,~?m+3(s)ds ].



(A.3)



Two cases arise: (a) ?m+2(- oo) = 0. This implies ?m+2 = 0. (b) ~m+2(-oo) > 0. In that case we get that ?,~+ 3 is of class L t( - oo, a), for any finite a . Integrating equation for r"s+ 3 from to to t, it is obtained,



?,,+3(t)-~,,+3(to)=Cm+3 Letting to tend to minus infinity, it is obtained that,



:



r~+2(s)ds -b~,+3 o



fs



fl



r',,+3(s)r~+4(s)ds.



r ' + 2(s) ds



(A.4)



(A.5)



gt



is finite, which contradicts the assumption that ? , + 2 ( - oo) > 0. Hence, g,~+2 = 0. In the same way it is demonstrated that, rm+3 = t~,,+ 4 . . . . .



?:¢ = 0.



(A.6)



This means that ~--0; this being true for each limit point, it implies that r(t)--.0 as t tends to infinity.



Remark A. I The same proof is applicable under assumption that rm through rm+k are bounded. The conclusion is then that r= through r= + ~_ 2 tend to zero at infinity.



Lemma A.2 Suppose that rt¢ is unbounded at infinity. Then rN_ t is unbounded at infinity. Proof. Suppose that the opposite is true, i.e. that



rN_l(t)~M,



t>~O.



(A.7)



We will prove that,



rN(t ) (cs/bN)M. If at some point to, it is rs(to) = (cMhM)M, then rN(t) to.
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Lemma A.3 Suppose that rr~ is unbounded. Then rN_ I and r~_ e are unbounded. Proof Suppose that the opposite is true, i.e. that, r#_2(t) 
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